
Something You Didn’t Know (Encryption
6
) 

1. Encryption comes from the science of
7
 cryptography

8
. This comes from Greek

9
. “Kryptos” 

means secret, hidden; “graphien” means writing, study. 

2. The earliest encryption is on the tomb
10

 of Khnumhotep II in Egypt. 

3. Early forms of
11

 encryption were alphabet substitution codes
12

. For example, b=a, c=b etc. These 

kind of codes can be broken
13

 by looking at letter occurrence
14

. For example, in English, e is the 

most common letter
15

 and appears
16

 13% of the time. Whatever letter appears in 13% of the code 

is probably e. A computer would crack a code
17

 like this in seconds. 

4. A modern code would take a computer trillions
18

 and trillions of years to break. 

5. Zljb ql qeb Bkdifpe lccfzb tfqe x oba mbk xq 12:45 lk Qeropaxv xka F tfii dfsb vlr x zelzlixqb. 
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 Now the FBI
28

 has Syed’s iPhone. 

iPhones are encrypted in such a way that
29

 

it would take a supercomputer
30

 many 

years to decrypt
31

 them. This means if you 

lose your iPhone, whoever finds it cannot 

open it. That is good for you, but not for 

the FBI. They cannot unlock Syed’s iPhone 

and they want Apple to do it. Apple say 

they can’t but the FBI don’t believe them. 
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 A court case
19

 to make the giant 

multinational company
20

, Apple, unlock an 

iPhone is becoming serious. The iPhone in 

question
21

 belonged to
22

 Syed Farook. He and 

his wife killed 14 people in San Bernardino 

last year. They had no connections
23

 to ISIS
24

 

or any other terrorist organization
25

 but were 

“home grown” terrorists
26

. Syed and his wife 

were killed by the police in a shootout
27

.  

 Apple is fighting the FBI in the 

courts. The FBI only want Apple to open the 

one iPhone but, if they do, the floodgates will 

open
32

 and they will have to open more 

phones. The public’s
33

 trust
34

 in them will be 

severely
35

 hurt. This is a fight Apple can’t 

win, but they have to try. 

News 

Court case to make Apple open phone 

20 differences 

 Wow! The 29
th

 of February! You don’t see that very often (ha ha). This is a rare
1
 and 

auspicious
2
 day. Does anyone have a birthday today? If you do, then you are only one fourth

3
 your 

age. If you are 16 then you are really only 4 years old! If you, or anyone you know, does have a 

birthday today then come and see me and I will buy the birthday person an ice cream. Don’t 

forget to bring some proof
4
! And this week we have the sixth grade graduation

5
. I’m sure all of the 

students and teachers are nervous, but excited as well. 

Announcements 

Graduation assembly on Mon lesson 1. 

Graduation on Tues. I to V no classes. 

End of year tests start on Friday. 

Good luck. 
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